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Abstract: Considering the increased reliance on GPS navigation for the Army’s Unmanned Aircraft Systems, adversaries
have invested in capabilities to deny our systems access to genuine GPS signals. Although significant effort has been
put forth in the areas of anti-jamming and anti-spoofing in GPS receivers, a need for alternative navigation methods in a
GPS denied environment has grown in importance. This report outlines the recommendation and analysis completed for
Mr. Lars Ericsson of the Army Project Manager Unmanned Aircraft Systems (PM-UAS). The report includes background
research in the domain space, comprehensive stakeholder analysis, derived system requirements and functional
requirements, ending with alternative generation, value scoring, costing, and provided findings for a recommended
alternative for future consideration.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Background
Dunnigan describes how the United States military is increasingly reliant on unmanned aircraft systems (UAS) in
order to meet its reconnaissance and targeting goals worldwide as well as to conduct dull, dangerous, or dirty missions that
would be difficult for manned aircraft to perform. The United States’ adversaries are aware of the prevalence of UAS and
they are doing everything they can to limit the advantages UAS’s provide. A vulnerable point of the systems is the GPS
navigation systems. Rival nations now possess the capability to build powerful jamming devices or conduct sophisticated
spoofing attacks to limit the UAS ability to navigate. In addition to state threats, asymmetric insurgent groups can now
afford simple GPS jamming devices. Therefore, the United States military is looking for alternative methods that UAS
can use to navigate. (Dunnigan, 2013)

1.2 Problem Statement
Research, evaluate, and provide a recommendation to PM-UAS for possible and emerging possible alternatives
for accurate position, navigation, and timing in a GPS denied environment, for the Army’s Small Unmanned Aircraft
Systems (SUAS), Puma and Raven.

2. Problem Definition
The following section was modeled after the problem definition process found in Decision Making in Systems
Engineering and Management by Parnell, Driscoll, and Henderson.
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